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Abstract
Weprovide aworst-case optimal procedure to identify one unknownheavy coin amongN identically
looking coins when a balance scale is used and at most two weighing results can be erroneous. The
exact minimal number of weighings is determined. This solves completely the weighing problem of
the case of two unreliable weighings.
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1. Introduction
The problem of searching for an unknown number x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} by asking the
minimum possible number of yes–no questions when a ﬁnite number e of answers may
be erroneous (i.e., Ulam’s problem) has been well studied. For this topic, Pelc [25] gives
a comprehensive survey containing the background of practical applications, theoretical
results, open problems and 120 listed references. In particular, this problem of searching
with at most one lie, two lies, three lies was completely solved by Pelc [23], Guzicki [15],
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Deppe [8], respectively. Other models similar to Ulam’s problem have been considered
by several authors. The problem of ﬁnding the maximal element x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and
the majority element were considered, respectively, by Ravikumar et al. [27] and Wiener
[31]. Finding simultaneously the maximal and minimal elements x, y ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} was
considered by Aigner [2].
One of the well-known searching problems is that of ﬁnding the counterfeit coins using
a two-arms balance scale. The aim of this problem is to ﬁnd an optimal algorithm which
identiﬁes all the counterfeit coins using as few weighings as possible when each test-set
consists of weighing equal numbers of coins. It is well studied under the assumption that all
weighings are reliable (cf. [1,5,6,12,14,17–20,26,28–30]). In the simplest case of one heavy
coin among a given set of n coins, the exact minimal number of weighings sufﬁcient to ﬁnd
the heavy coin is log3 n (see [1]). Pelc [24] solved the weighing problem of identifying a
heavy coin if at most one weighing may be erroneous in the whole procedure and the exact
minimal number of weighings was determined. The aim of this paper is to solve completely
the weighing problem of identifying a heavy coin under the assumption that at most two
erroneous tests are allowed. Our main results provide a worst-case optimal procedure and
give the exact minimal number of weighings.
2. Terminologies and notations
Weconsider the problem of ﬁnding one unknown heavy coin amongN identically looking
coins, using a two-arms balance scale when at most two weighing results may be erroneous
in the whole procedure. The outcome of each weighing is known before the next weighing is
performed. This formulation of the problem is equivalent to adaptive 3-ary search with two
lies under the additional assumption that in each test |A1| = |A2|, but the present searching
problem is more complicated than the original Ulam’s problem because the additional
restriction may inﬂuence efﬁciency of searching (see [25]). The condition |A1| = |A2|
corresponds to the requirement that the number |A1| of coins put on left pan and the number
|A2|of coins put on right panmust be the samebecause nouseful information canbeobtained
if we weigh two unequal-sized sets of coins (see [1]).
We will use the notations of Guzicki [15] and Pelc [24]. At every stage of the weighing
procedure, we deﬁne the zero-lie-set S0l to be the set of those coins which could be the
heavy coin if all weighing results until now were reliable. Similarly, the one-lie-set S1l (the
two-lie-set S2l) is deﬁned to be the set of those coins which could be the heavy coin if
exactly one (two) weighing result(s) until now was(were) unreliable. Thus, the information
on the heavy coin obtained after any number of weighings can be represented by a state
(S0l , S1l , S2l ). We make a convention: when a state (A,B,C) appears, the ﬁrst set A (the
second set B, the third set C) represents the zero-lie-set (the one-lie-set, the two-lie-set).
Suppose = (V2, V1, V0) is a state obtained after k weighings and = V2 ∪ V1 ∪ V0. A
weighing A1 : A2 is called to be legitimate if A1, A2 ⊆ , A1 ∩ A2 = ∅ and |A1| = |A2|.
When a legitimate weighing A1 : A2 is performed, we put the set A1 on the left pan of the
balance scale and the set A2 on the right pan of the balance scale. − A1 − A2 is the set
of the remaining coins which are not put on any pan of the balance scale. A weighing has
three possible outcomes (feedbacks): “Left-heavy”, “Right-heavy”, “Balance”, denoted by
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f =L,R,B, respectively. By L, R, B we denote the resulting state when the feedback
of this weighing is f = L,R,B, respectively.
Can we obtain the exact representations of L, R, B when a legitimate weighing A1 :
A2 is performed? Any legitimate weighing of  = (V2, V1, V0) must be A1 : A2 = V 12 ∪
V 11 ∪ V 10 : V 22 ∪ V 21 ∪ V 20 and |V 12 ∪ V 11 ∪ V 10 | = |V 22 ∪ V 21 ∪ V 20 |, where V 1i , V 2i ⊆ Vi and
V 1i ∩ V 2i =∅, i = 2, 1, 0. Let V 0i = Vi − V 1i − V 2i , i = 2, 1, 0. The following Eq. (1) gives
the exact representations of three resulting states L, R and B:
L = (V 12 , V 11 ∪ (V2 − V 12 ), V 10 ∪ (V1 − V 11 )),
R = (V 22 , V 21 ∪ (V2 − V 22 ), V 20 ∪ (V1 − V 21 )),
B = (V 02 , V 01 ∪ (V2 − V 02 ), V 00 ∪ (V1 − V 01 )). (1)
Let S = {1, 2, . . . , N} be the set of N coins. Before the ﬁrst weighing, the initial state
is (S,∅,∅). It follows from Eq. (1) and induction on k that any state (V2, V1, V0) obtained
after k weighings must satisfy V2 ∩ V1 = ∅, V2 ∩ V0 = ∅ and V1 ∩ V0 = ∅, i.e., V2, V1, V0
are pairwise disjoint.
A state  = (V2, V1, V0) is characterized by v = (|V2|, |V1|, |V0|). In other words, two
states = (V2, V1, V0) and ′ = (V ′2, V ′1, V ′0) have the same minimal number of weighings
sufﬁcient to identify the heavy coin if |V2|=|V ′2|, |V1|=|V ′1|, |V0|=|V ′0|. To see this, letV2={a1, a2, . . . , an2},V ′2={a′1, a′2, . . . , a′n2};V1={b1, b2, . . . , bn1},V ′1={b′1, b′2, . . . , b′n1};V0={c1, c2, . . . , cn0}, V ′0 = {c′1, c′2, . . . , c′n0}. Obviously, there exists a bijection  : V2 ∪ V1 ∪
V0 → V ′2 ∪ V ′1 ∪ V ′0 such that V ′2 = (V2), V ′1 = (V1) and V ′0 = (V0). If we have had
a search procedure P which can identify the heavy coin starting from , then we have
a corresponding search procedure P′ which can identify the heavy coin starting from ′.
Obviously, a correspondingweighingA′1 : A′2 ofP′ can be given by substituting the element
x ∈ A1 ∪A2 with (x) in each weighing A1 : A2 ofP (e.g., (x)= x′, x ∈ V2 ∪V1 ∪V0,
is a bijection. If a weighing of is {a1, b1} : {b2, c2}, then a corresponding weighing of ′
can be chosen as {a′1, b′1} : {b′2, c′2}). Thus, the minimal number of weighings on ′ is not
greater than that on  and vice versa.
So, the information on the heavy coin obtained after any number of weighings can be
represented by a state (v2, v1, v0), where v2, v1 and v0 are the sizes of the zero-lie-set, the
one-lie-set and the two-lie-set, respectively. This technique has been used by many papers
on the Ulam’s searching problem [16,21,22]. Before the ﬁrst weighing, the initial state is
(N, 0, 0). For a state =(v2, v1, v0), the heavy coin is known if and only if v2+v1+v0=1,
i.e.,  = (1, 0, 0), or  = (0, 1, 0), or  = (0, 0, 1). In other words, we do not need any
weighing to identify the heavy coin starting from these three states. But for = (v2, v1, v0)
with v2 + v1 + v0> 1, we need more weighings.
Let v = (v2, v1, v0) be a state in the weighing procedure. Every weighing consists of
putting x2 + x1 + x0 coins on the left pan (x2 coins from the zero-lie-set, x1 coins from the
one-lie-set, x0 coins from the two-lie-set) and x′2+ x′1+ x′0 coins on the right pan (x′2 coins
from the zero-lie-set, x′1 coins from the one-lie-set, x′0 coins from the two-lie-set). Such a
weighingwill be denoted by (x2, x1, x0) : (x′2, x′1, x′0).Aweighing (x2, x1, x0) : (x′2, x′1, x′0)
of the state v = (v2, v1, v0) is called to be legitimate if x2 + x1 + x0 = x′2 + x′1 + x′0 and
xi, x
′
i are non-negative integers with xi + x′ivi for i = 2, 1, 0. It follows from Eq. (1) that
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a legitimate weighing (x2, x1, x0) : (x′2, x′1, x′0) of the state v = (v2, v1, v0) yields three
resulting states Lv , Rv and Bv:
Lv = (x2, x1 + (v2 − x2), x0 + (v1 − x1)),
Rv = (x′2, x′1 + (v2 − x′2), x′0 + (v1 − x′1)),
Bv = (m2,m1 + (v2 −m2),m0 + (v1 −m1)), (2)
wheremi=vi−(xi+x′i ), i=2, 1, 0, is the number of the remaining coins of the corresponding
set. For any natural number k, we deﬁne the kth weight of the state v = (v2, v1, v0) as
wk(v2, v1, v0)= v2(2k2 + 1)+ v1(2k + 1)+ v0. (3)
It is easy to verify that the following Berlekamp’s conservation of weight holds:
wk(v)= wk−1(Lv)+ wk−1(Rv)+ wk−1(Bv). (4)
We deﬁne the character ch(v) of the state v = (v2, v1, v0) as
ch(v)= ch(v2, v1, v0)=min{k : wk(v2, v1, v0)3k}. (5)
ByW(v2, v1, v0) we denote the minimal number of weighings sufﬁcient to identify the
heavy coin starting from state (v2, v1, v0). It is easy to show (see [24]) that ch(v2, v1, v0) is
the information-theoretic lower bound of the minimal number of weighings, i.e., for every
state v = (v2, v1, v0),
W(v2, v1, v0)ch(v2, v1, v0). (6)
A state v is called k-solvable if k legitimate weighings are sufﬁcient to identify the
heavy coin starting from state v. It is evident that if v is k-solvable and kk′, then v is
also k′-solvable. A state v is called nice if v is ch(v)-solvable. A legitimate weighing of
the state v is said to balance this state if the three resulting states Lv , Rv and Bv satisfy
|wk−1(Lv)−wk−1(Rv)|1, |wk−1(Lv)−wk−1(Bv)|1 and |wk−1(Rv)−wk−1(Bv)|1,
where k = ch(v). In this case, we also say that the state v is balanced.
Lemma 1. If state v is balanced, then ch(Lv), ch(Rv), ch(Bv)ch(v)− 1.
Proof. Let ch(v) = k. By Eq. (5), wk(v)3k . It follows from Eq. (4) that wk(v) =
wk−1(Lv)+wk−1(Rv)+wk−1(Bv)wk−1(Lv)+ (wk−1(Lv)−1)+ (wk−1(Lv)−1), i.e.,
3wk−1(Lv)wk(v) + 23k + 2. wk−1(Lv) is an integer implies that wk−1(Lv)3k−1,
i.e., ch(Lv)k − 1. Similarly, ch(Rv)k − 1 and ch(Bv)k − 1. 
For any real x, x and x denote the least integer x and the greatest integer x. For
any integerN0,wedeﬁne two important auxiliary functions(N) and(N):(N)m,m,
m+ 1 if N = 3m, 3m+ 1, 3m+ 2; (N)3(N)−N . Thus (N)= 0,−1, 1 if N = 3m,
3m+ 1, 3m+ 2 and
max{0, (N − 1)/3}(N)(N + 1)/3,
max{0, (2N − 1)/3}N − (N)(2N + 1)/3,
max{0, (N − 2)/3}N − 2(N)(N + 2)/3. (7)
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This paper is organized in the following way: the ﬁrst two weighings of the original
state (N, 0, 0) are constructed in Section 4. It turns out that if N > 120, then all result-
ing states obtained after these two weighings are of special structure (we call it typical
state, Lemma 7). It is proved in Section 3 that all typical states with character 8 are nice
(Lemma 5). The main result is given in Section 5: let N2 and ch(N, 0, 0) = k. Then
kW(N, 0, 0)k+1 andW(N, 0, 0)= k if and only if f (N, k)3k (see Theorem 9 for
the exact formula of f (N, k)). Thus, the exact value ofW(N, 0, 0) is determined for any
natural numberN. This solves completely theweighing problemof the case of two unreliable
weighings.
3. Typical state
Deﬁnition 1. Let v = (v2, v1, v0) be a state and ch(v)= k.
(i) v is called normal if the following conditions hold:
(1) v2v1v0 is even.
(2) v04k + 2.
(3) v12v2 − 2.
(ii) v is called typical if v is normal and v2> 3k−7 − 2.
Lemma 2. Let v = (v2, v1, v0) be a typical state and ch(v)= k4. If v04k2 + 8k − 4,
then there exists a legitimate weighing of v such that v is balanced and the three resulting
states are typical states of character k − 1.
Proof. Let (x2, x1, x0) : (x2, x1, x0) be a legitimate weighing of the state v. It follows from
Eq. (2) that the three resulting states are
Lv = Rv = (x2, v2 − x2 + x1, v1 − x1 + x0)(y2, y1, y0), (8)
Bv = (v2 − 2x2, 2x2 + v1 − 2x1, 2x1 + v0 − 2x0)(z2, z1, z0). (9)
We set
k−1(v)= wk−1(Lv)− wk−1(Bv). (10)
It follows from Eq. (3) that
k−1(v)= (3x2 − v2) · 4
(
k − 1
2
)
+ (3x1 − v1) · 2(k − 1)+ (3x0 − v0). (11)
We will determine x2, x1 and x0 in the following way: x2 and x0 are always given by
x2 = (v2), x0 = (t), where t = v0 − (3x2 − v2) · 4
(
k−1
2
)
− (3x1 − v1) · 2(k − 1), the
choice of x1 depends on v2 mod 6. In the following six cases, it is easy to verify the legality
of the given weighing (x2, x1, x0) : (x2, x1, x0) (i.e., xi0 and 2xivi for i = 2, 1, 0.)
and t0. Thus |k−1(v)| = |3x0 − t | = |3(t)− t | = |(t)|1. Therefore, v is balanced in
view of wk−1(Lv)= wk−1(Rv). By Lemma 1, ch(Lv), ch(Rv), ch(Bv)k − 1.
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To ﬁnish the proof, it sufﬁces to show that the resulting states Lv = Rv = (y2, y1, y0),
Bv = (z2, z1, z0) are typical. It is obvious that y1 − 2y2 + 2 = x1 + (2 − (v2))0 and
z1 − 2z2 + 2 = (v1 − 2x1)+ 2(1+ (v2))0. For any resulting state v′ = (v′2, v′1, v′0) ∈{Lv,Rv, Bv}, it is easy to see that v′2v′1v′0 is even and v′2>(v2 − 4)/3. v is a typical state
implies that v2> 3k−7 − 2. Thus v′2> 3k−8 − 23ch(v
′)−7 − 2. To show that any resulting
state v′ ∈ {Lv,Rv, Bv} is typical, it sufﬁces to verify that y0, z04(k−1)+2. The desired
weighing (x2, x1, x0) : (x2, x1, x0) is constructed below.
(1) v2 = 6m. Let x2 = (v2)= 2m, x1 = (v1) and x0 = (t). The three resulting states
are Lv =Rv = (2m, 4m+ x1, v1 − x1 + x0), Bv = (2m, 4m+ v1 − 2x1, 2x1 + v0 − 2x0).
We note that t = v0 − (v1) · 2(k − 1)4k2 + 8k − 4− 2(k − 1)0, so x0 = (t) is well
deﬁned. It follows from Eq. (7) that 02x2v2, 02x1v1. The following equalities
imply 02x0v0:
y0x0{v0 − (v1) · 2(k − 1)− 1}/3
{(4k2 + 8k − 4)− 2(k − 1)− 1}/34(k − 1)+ 20,
z0v0 − 2x0v0 − 2{v0 − (v1) · 2(k − 1)+ 1}/3
{(4k2 + 8k − 4)− 4(k − 1)− 2}/34(k − 1)+ 20.
(2) v2 = 6m+ 2. In this case, v12v2 − 212m+ 2. Set v1 = 6n+ i (i = 2, 3, . . . , 7)
and let x2 = (v2) = 2m + 1, x1 = 2n + 1 and x0 = (t). The three resulting states are
Lv=Rv=(2m+1, 4m+2n+2, 4n+i−1+x0),Bv=(2m, 4m+2n+i, 4n+2+v0−2x0).
We note that t =v0−4
(
k−1
2
)
+ (i−3) ·2(k−1)4k2+8k−4−4
(
k−1
2
)
−2(k−1)0
and
y0x0
{
v0 − 4
(
k − 1
2
)
+ (i − 3) · 2(k − 1)− 1
}/
3

{
(4k2 + 8k − 4)− 4
(
k − 1
2
)
− 2(k − 1)− 1
}/
3
4(k − 1)+ 20,
z0v0 − 2x0 v0 − 2
{
v0 − 4
(
k − 1
2
)
+ (i − 3) · 2(k − 1)+ 1
}/
3

{
(4k2 + 8k − 4)+ 8
(
k − 1
2
)
− 16(k − 1)− 2
}/
3
4(k − 1)+ 20.
(3) v2= 6m+ 4. In this case, v12v2− 212m+ 6. Set v1= 6n+ i (i= 6, 7, . . . , 11)
and let x2 = (v2) = 2m + 1, x1 = 2n + 3 and x0 = (t). The three resulting states are
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Lv =Rv = (2m+ 1, 4m+ 2n+ 6, 4n+ i− 3+ x0), Bv = (2m+ 2, 4m+ 2n+ i− 4, 4n+
6+ v0 − 2x0). We note that t = v0 + 4
(
k−1
2
)
− (9− i) · 2(k − 1)0 and
y0x0
{
v0 + 4
(
k − 1
2
)
− (9− i) · 2(k − 1)− 1
}/
3

{
(4k2 + 8k − 4)+ 4
(
k − 1
2
)
− 6(k − 1)− 1
}/
34(k − 1)+ 20,
z0v0 − 2x0 v0 − 2
{
v0 + 4
(
k − 1
2
)
− (9− i) · 2(k − 1)+ 1
}/
3

{
(4k2 + 8k − 4)− 8
(
k − 1
2
)
− 8(k − 1)− 2
}/
3
= 4(k − 1)+ 20.
(4) v2= 6m+ 1. Let x2= (v2)= 2m, x1= (v1) and x0= (t). In this case, Lv =Rv =
(2m, 4m+ 1+ x1, v1 − x1 + x0), Bv = (2m+ 1, 4m+ v1 − 2x1, 2x1 + v0 − 2x0). v2v1v0
is even implies that v1v0 is even. If v1 is even, then 4m + v1 − 2x1 is even. If v0 is even,
then 2x1 + v0 − 2x0 is even. We note that t = v0 + 4
(
k−1
2
)
− (v1) · 2(k − 1)0 and
x0v0 − 2x0 v0 − 2
{
v0 + 4
(
k − 1
2
)
− (v1) · 2(k − 1)+ 1
}/
3

{
(4k2 + 8k − 4)− 8
(
k − 1
2
)
− 4(k − 1)− 2
}/
3
4(k − 1)+ 20.
(5) v2=6m+3. In this case, v12v2−212m+4. Set v1=6n+ i (i=4, 5, . . . , 9) and
let x2= (v2)= 2m+ 1, x1= 2n+ 2 and x0= (t). In this case, Lv =Rv = (2m+ 1, 4m+
2n+ 4, 4n+ i− 2+ x0), Bv= (2m+ 1, 4m+ 2n+ i− 2, 4n+ 4+ v0− 2x0) (For v′ =Bv ,
v1v0 is even implies that v′1v′0 = z1z0 is even). We note that t = v0 − (6− i) · 2(k− 1)0,
y0x0{v0 − (6− i) · 2(k − 1)− 1}/3
{(4k2 + 8k − 4)− 4(k − 1)− 1}/34(k − 1)+ 20,
z0v0 − 2x0v0 − 2{v0 − (6− i) · 2(k − 1)+ 1}/3
{(4k2 + 8k − 4)− 12(k − 1)− 2}/34(k − 1)+ 20.
(6) v2 = 6m + 5. Let x2 = (v2) = 2m + 2, x1 = (v1) and x0 = (t). In this case,
Lv =Rv = (2m+ 2, 4m+ 3+ x1, v1− x1+ x0), Bv = (2m+ 1, 4m+ 4+ v1− 2x1, 2x1+
v0 − 2x0) (For v′ = Bv , v1v0 is even implies that v′1v′0 = z1z0 is even.). We note that
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t = v0 − 4
(
k−1
2
)
− (v1) · 2(k − 1)0,
v0 − 2x0x0
{
v0 − 4
(
k − 1
2
)
− (v1) · 2(k − 1)− 1
}/
3

{
(4k2 + 8k − 4)− 4
(
k − 1
2
)
− 2(k − 1)− 1
}/
3
4(k − 1)+ 20.
This ﬁnishes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Lemma 3. Let v = (v2, v1, v0) be a typical state and ch(v) = k4. If v18k − 6, then
there exists a legitimate weighing of v such that v is balanced and the three resulting states
are typical states of character k − 1.
Proof. Let (x2, x1, x0) : (x2, x1, x0) be a legitimate weighing of the state v. It follows from
Eq. (2) that the three resulting states are
Lv = Rv = (x2, v2 − x2 + x1, v1 − x1 + x0)(y2, y1, y0),
Bv = (v2 − 2x2, 2x2 + v1 − 2x1, 2x1 + v0 − 2x0)(z2, z1, z0)
and
k−1(v)wk−1(Lv)− wk−1(Bv)
= [(3x2 − v2) · (k − 2)+ 3x1 − v1] · 2(k − 1)+ (3x0 − v0).
The choices of x1 and x0 are always given by x1= (t), x0= (v0−(t) · 2(k− 1)), where
t=v1−(3x2−v2) ·(k−2), the choice of x2 depends on v2 mod 6. Thus |k−1(v)|=|(3x1−
t) · 2(k − 1)+ 3x0 − v0| = |3x0 − (v0 − (t) · 2(k − 1))| = |(v0 − (t) · 2(k − 1))|1.
Therefore v is balanced and ch(Lv), ch(Rv), ch(Bv)k − 1.
v = (v2, v1, v0) is a typical state implies that v04k + 2. So, we have v0 − (t) · 2(k −
1)4k + 2− 2(k − 1)0 and v0 − 2x0{v0 + (t) · 4(k − 1)− 2}/3(4k + 2− 4(k −
1) − 2)/3> 0. For any resulting state v′ = (v′2, v′1, v′0) ∈ {Lv,Rv, Bv}, it is easy to see
that 02x2v2, v′2v′1v′0 is even and v′2>(v2 − 4)/3. Thus v2> 3k−7 − 2 implies that
v′2> 3k−8− 23ch(v
′)−7− 2. To complete the proof, it sufﬁces to verify that v1− 2x10,
v1 − x1, 2x14(k − 1)+ 2 and y1 − 2y2 + 20, z1 − 2z2 + 20.
(1) v2 = 6m. Let x2 = (v2)= 2m, x1 = (v1) and x0 = (v0 − (v1) · 2(k − 1)). Now,
Lv =Rv = (2m, 4m+ x1, v1 − x1 + x0), Bv = (2m, 4m+ v1 − 2x1, 2x1 + v0 − 2x0). We
note that
v1 − 2x1(v1 − 2)/3(8k − 6− 2)/30,
y0v1 − x1(2v1 − 1)/3(2(8k − 6)− 1)/34(k − 1)+ 2,
z02x1(2v1 − 2)/34(k − 1)+ 2,
y1 − 2y2 + 2= x1 + 20,
z1 − 2z2 + 2= (v1 − 2x1)+ 20.
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(2) v2=6m+2. Let x2=2m, x1=(v1+2k−4) and x0=(v0−(v1+2k−4)·2(k−1)).
Now,Lv=Rv=(2m, 4m+2+x1, v1−x1+x0),Bv=(2m+2, 4m+v1−2x1, 2x1+v0−2x0).
We note that
v1 − 2x1v1 − 2(v1 + 2k − 4+ 1)/3(8k − 6− 4k + 6)/32,
2x1v1 − x1(2v1 − 2k + 3)/34(k − 1)+ 2,
y1 − 2y2 + 2= x1 + 40,
z1 − 2z2 + 2= (v1 − 2x1)− 20.
(3) v2= 6m+ 4. Let x2= 2m+ 2, x1= (v1− 2k+ 4) and x0= (v0−(v1− 2k+ 4) ·
2(k − 1)). The three resulting states are Lv =Rv = (2m+ 2, 4m+ 2+ x1, v1 − x1 + x0),
Bv = (2m, 4m+ 4+ v1 − 2x1, 2x1 + v0 − 2x0). We note that
v1 − 2x1v1 − 2(v1 − 2k + 4+ 1)/3(8k − 6+ 4k − 10)/30,
v1 − x12x1(2v1 − 4k + 6)/34(k − 1)+ 2,
y1 − 2y2 + 2= x10,
z1 − 2z2 + 2= (v1 − 2x1)+ 60.
(4) v2=6m+1. Let x2=2m, x1=(v1+k−2) and x0=(v0−(v1+k−2) ·2(k−1)).
Now,Lv=Rv=(2m, 4m+1+x1, v1−x1+x0),Bv=(2m+1, 4m+v1−2x1, 2x1+v0−2x0)
(For v′ = Bv , v1v0 is even implies that v′1v′0 = z1z0 is even.). We note that
v1 − 2x1v1 − 2(v1 + k − 2+ 1)/3(8k − 6− 2k + 2)/30,
2x1v1 − x1(2v1 − k + 1)/34(k − 1)+ 2,
y1 − 2y2 + 2= x1 + 30,
z1 − 2z2 + 2= (v1 − 2x1)0.
(5) v2=6m+3. Let x2=2m, x1=(v1+3k−6) and x0=(v0−(v1+3k−6)·2(k−1)).
Now,Lv=Rv=(2m, 4m+3+x1, v1−x1+x0),Bv=(2m+3, 4m+v1−2x1, 2x1+v0−2x0).
(For v′ = Bv , v1v0 is even implies that v′1v′0 = z1z0 is even.). We note that
v1 − 2x1v1 − 2(v1 + 3k − 6+ 1)/3(8k − 6− 6k + 10)/34,
2x1v1 − x1(2v1 − 3k + 5)/34(k − 1)+ 2,
y1 − 2y2 + 2= x1 + 50,
z1 − 2z2 + 2= (v1 − 2x1)− 40.
(6) v2=6m+5. Let x2=2m+2, x1=(v1−k+2) and x0=(v0−(v1−k+2)·2(k−1)).
Now, Lv = Rv = (2m + 2, 4m + 3 + x1, v1 − x1 + x0), Bv = (2m + 1, 4m + 4 + v1 −
2x1, 2x1+ v0− 2x0). (For v′ =Bv , v1v0 is even implies that v′1v′0= z1z0 is even.). We note
that
v1 − 2x1v1 − 2(v1 − k + 2+ 1)/3(8k − 6+ 2k − 6)/30,
v1 − x12x1(2v1 − 2k + 2)/34(k − 1)+ 2,
y1 − 2y2 + 2= x1 + 10,
z1 − 2z2 + 2= (v1 − 2x1)+ 40.
This ﬁnishes the proof of Lemma 3. 
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Lemma 4. Let v = (v2, v1, v0) be a typical state and ch(v) = k > 8. Then v18k − 6 or
v04k2 + 8k − 4.
Proof. We assume the contrary, i.e., v1< 8k− 6 and v0< 4k2+ 8k− 4. v is a typical state
implies that v2(v1 + 2)/2< 4k − 2. For k > 8, we have
wk−1(v)= v2 · (2(k − 1)2 + 1)+ v1 · (2k − 1)+ v0
< (4k − 2)(2k2 − 4k + 3)+ (8k − 6)(2k − 1)+ 4k2 + 8k − 4
= 8k3 + 8k − 4< 3k−1.
This is a contradiction to the hypothesis ch(v)= k. 
Lemma 5. All typical states with character k8 are nice; All typical states with character
k7 are (k + 1)-solvable.
Proof. Guzicki [15] developed awell-known algorithm to solve Ulam’s problem in the case
of two lies. This algorithm is based on a kind of “continuity” of nice states (i.e., if (a, b, c)
is nice then (a, b, c+1) is also nice. See Corollary 3.13). But Guzicki’s algorithm is invalid
here because “continuity” of nice states is not true in the present weighing problem, e.g.,
ch(1, 0, c) = 3 for c = 6, 7, 8, ch(1, 0, c) = 4 for c = 46, 47, 48 and ch(3, 39, c) = 6 for
c = 0, 1, 2, 3. It can be veriﬁed that (1, 0, c) is nice for c = 6, 8, 46, 48, but not nice for
c = 7, 47. (3, 39, c) is nice for c = 0, 2, but not nice for c = 1, 3. Here, we only explain
that (1, 0, 6) is 3-solvable: the ﬁrst weighing (0, 0, 3) : (0, 0, 3) yields three resulting states
(0, 1, 3), (0, 1, 3), (1, 0, 0). The second legitimate weighing (0, 1, 0) : (0, 0, 1) of state
(0, 1, 3) yields three 1-solvable states (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3).
We ﬁrst show that all typical states with character k = 8 are nice and all typical states
with character k7 are (k + 1)-solvable. Let solvable(k) be the set of all k-solvable
states. It is obvious that v = (v2, v1, v0) is k-solvable if and only if there exists a legit-
imate weighing (x2, x1, x0) : (x′2, x′1, x′0) such that the three resulting states Lv , Rv , Bv
are (k − 1)-solvable. Now we describe a method of computing solvable(k) (2k8).
We note that all states with character k2 are 2-solvable. Indeed, ch(v)2 only if (i)
v = (1, 0, 0); or (ii) v = (0, 0, c) (0c9); or (iii) v = (0, 1, c) (0c4). (i) is 0-
solvable. (ii) is 2-solvable by the well-known result that the counterfeit coin can be iden-
tiﬁed among n coins in log3 n weighings if all weighings are reliable. (iii) is 2-solvable
by Pelc’s result (see [24], note that the state (a, b) deﬁned in the case of one unreli-
able weighing corresponds to (0, a, b) in the case of two unreliable weighings). Thus,
the basis of induction is solvable(2) = {(1, 0, 0), (0, 0, c)(0c9), (0, 1, c)(0c4)}.
Suppose that solvable(k − 1) has been obtained, we compute solvable(k) in the following
way:
(1)We add each element of solvable(k− 1) to solvable(k) (a (k− 1)-solvable state must
be k-solvable).
(2) Outer loop: for any state v = (v2, v1, v0) with ch(v)= k, since ch(v)= k means that
wk(v) = v2 · (2k2 + 1) + v1 · (2k + 1) + v03k and wk−1(v) = v2 · (2(k − 1)2 + 1) +
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v1 · (2k − 1)+ v0> 3k−1, i.e.,
0v23k/(2k2 + 1),
0v1(3k − v2 · (2k2 + 1))/(2k + 1),
v0>max{0, 3k−1 − v2 · (2(k − 1)2 + 1)− v1 · (2k − 1)},
v03k − v2 · (2k2 + 1)− v1 · (2k + 1),
sowe can checkwhether v is k-solvable by an inner loop of searching all legitimateweighing
(x2, x1, x0) : (x′2, x′1, x′0). If there exists a legitimate weighing (x2, x1, x0) : (x′2, x′1, x′0)
such that the three resulting statesLv,Rv, Bv ∈ solvable(k−1), then v is k-solvable (i.e., v
is nice) and we add state v to solvable(k). After the inner loop, we output the state v which
is typical but not nice. Thus, all states which are typical but not nice can be found after the
outer loop.
(3) Next, we check whether a state v with ch(v)= k which is not nice is (k+ 1)-solvable
by the same outer loop and inner loop. If there exists a legitimate weighing (x2, x1, x0) :
(x′2, x′1, x′0) such that the three resulting states Lv,Rv, Bv ∈ solvable(k), then v is (k+ 1)-
solvable, otherwise v is not (k + 1)-solvable and we output the state which is typical but
not (k + 1)-solvable. All these states can be found after the outer loop.
Now, it is enough to run a program which follows the line of the above analysis. It turns
out that all typical states with character k = 8 are nice and all typical states with character
k7 are (k + 1)-solvable. A list of the states which are typical but not nice is given
below.
k = 2. No. k = 3. No.
k = 4. (1, 0, 47), (1, 1, 36), (1, 1, 38). k = 5. (1, 0, 191), (1, 1, 178),
(1, 1, 180).
k = 6. (1, 0, 665), (1, 1, 640), (1, 1, 642). k = 7. (1, 0, 2087), (1, 1, 2070),
(1, 1, 2072).
k = 8. No.
We will prove that all typical states with character k8 are nice by induction on k.
Suppose v = (v2, v1, v0) is a typical state and ch(v)= k9. By Lemma 4, v18k − 6 or
v04k2 + 8k − 4. It follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 that there exists a legitimate weighing
such that any resulting state v′ is typical and ch(v′)k − 1. If 8ch(v′)k − 1, then v′
is nice by the hypothesis and thus v′ is (k − 1)-solvable. If ch(v′)7, then v′ is 8-solvable
and also (k − 1)-solvable. Therefore v is k-solvable, i.e., v is a nice state. 
4. First two weighings
Lemma 6. Let s= (N, 0, 0) be an initial state and ch(s)=k5. The ﬁrst weighing of state
s is given by (t2, 0, 0) : (t2, 0, 0), where t2 = (N). Let u= (u2, u1, 0) be a state obtained
after the above ﬁrst weighing. If u18k−2, then there exists a legitimate second weighing
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(x2, x1, 0) : (x2, x1, 0) of u such that any state v = (v2, v1, v0) yielded by this legitimate
weighing has the following properties:
(1) v is normal.
(2) v2(u2 − 4)/3.
(3) ch(v)k − 1.
Proof. (1) It is obvious that (t2, 0, 0) : (t2, 0, 0) is a legitimateweighing of state s. It follows
from Eq. (2) that
Ls = Rs = (t2, N − t2, 0), Bs = (N − 2t2, 2t2, 0) (12)
and
k−1(s)wk−1(Ls)− wk−1(Bs)= (3t2 −N) · 2(k − 1)(k − 2)
= (N) · 4
(
k − 1
2
)
. (13)
Furthermore, it follows from Eq. (7) that for any u= (u2, u1, 0) ∈ {Ls,Rs, Bs},
u2(N − 2)/3 and u1(2N − 2)/3. (14)
Let (x2, x1, 0) : (x2, x1, 0) be a legitimate weighing of the state u. It follows from Eq. (2)
that
Lu = Ru = (x2, u2 − x2 + x1, u1 − x1)(y2, y1, y0),
Bu = (u2 − 2x2, 2x2 + u1 − 2x1, 2x1)(z2, z1, z0).
And k−2(u)wk−2(Lu) − wk−2(Bu) = (3x2 − u2) · 4
(
k−1
2
)
+ (3x1 − u1) · 2(k − 2).
The choice of x2 will be determined by considering u2 mod 6 and x1 is always given by
x1 = (u1 − (3x2 − u2) · (k − 3)). Thus
k−2(u)= 2(k − 2) · {3x1 − u1 + (3x2 − u2) · (k − 3)}
= 2(k − 2) · (u1 − (3x2 − u2) · (k − 3)). (15)
(1.1) u2 = 6m+ i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). Let x2 = 2m, x1 = (u1 + i(k− 3)). Now, Lu =Ru =
(2m, 4m+ i + x1, u1 − x1), Bu = (2m+ i, 4m+ u1 − 2x1, 2x1). We note that y2 = 2m,
z0 = 2x1 are even imply that y2y1y0, z2z1z0 are even. For k5,
x1u1 − 2x1u1 − 2{u1 + i(k − 3)+ 1}/3
{8k − 2− 6(k − 3)− 2}/34,
2x1u1 − x1u1 − {u1 + i(k − 3)+ 1}/3
{2(8k − 2)− 3(k − 3)− 1}/34k + 2,
y1 − 2y2 + 2= x1 + i + 20,
z1 − 2z2 + 2= (u1 − 2x1)+ 2− 2i6− 2i0.
Thus the given weighing (x2, x1, 0) : (x2, x1, 0) is legitimate and the three resulting states
are normal.
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(1.2) u2 = 6m + i (i = 4, 5). Let x2 = 2m + 2, x1 = (u1 − (6 − i)(k − 3)). Now,
Lu=Ru= (2m+2, 4m+ i−2+x1, u1−x1), Bu= (2m+ i−4, 4m+4+u1−2x1, 2x1).
We note that y2 = 2m+ 2, z0 = 2x1 are even and for k5,
u1 − 2x1x1{u1 − (6− i)(k − 3)− 1}/3
{8k − 2− 2(k − 3)− 1}0,
u1 − x12x12{u1 − (6− i)(k − 3)− 1}/3
{2(8k − 2)− 4(k − 3)− 2}/3= 4k + 2,
y1 − 2y2 + 2= x1 + i − 40,
z1 − 2z2 + 2= (u1 − 2x1)+ 2i − 20.
Thus the given weighing (x2, x1, 0) : (x2, x1, 0) is legitimate and the three resulting states
are normal.
(2) u2=6m+ i. If i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, then z2=2m+ iy2=2m= (u2− i)/3>(u2−4)/3.
If i ∈ {4, 5}, then y2 = 2m+ 2z2 = 2m+ i − 4= (u2 + 2i − 12)/3(u2 − 4)/3.
(3) We ﬁrst show that
wk(u)(wk+1(s)+ 4k(k − 1))/3 and wk−1(v)(wk(u)+ 16k − 16)/3. (16)
As k(s)wk(Ls) − wk(Bs) = (3t2 − N) · 2k(k − 1) = (N) · 2k(k − 1), thus
−2k(k − 1)k(s)2k(k − 1). It follows from wk+1(s) = wk(Ls) + wk(Rs) + wk(Bs)
that
wk(L
s)= (wk+1(s)+ k(s))/3(wk+1(s)+ 2k(k − 1))/3,
wk(B
s)= (wk+1(s)− 2k(s))/3(wk+1(s)+ 4k(k − 1))/3.
Therefore, wk(u) max{wk(Ls), wk(Rs), wk(Bs)}(wk+1(s)+ 4k(k − 1))/3. Since
k−1(u)wk−1(Lu)− wk−1(Bu)
= (3x2 − u2) · 4
(
k − 1
2
)
+ (3x1 − u1) · 2(k − 1)
= k−2(u)+ (3x2 − u2) · 4(k − 2)+ 2(3x1 − u1).
By Eq. (15),−2(k−2)k−2(u)2(k−2). Calculating k−1(u) for each case u2=6m+ i
(i= 0, 1, . . . , 5) and using Eq. (7), we have−(8k− 8)k−1(u)8k− 8. Thus, it follows
from wk(u)= wk−1(Lu)+ wk−1(Ru)+ wk−1(Bu) that
wk−1(Lu)= (wk(u)+ k−1(u))/3(wk(u)+ 8k − 8)/3,
wk−1(Bu)= (wk(u)− 2k−1(u))/3(wk(u)+ 16k − 16)/3.
Therefore, wk−1(v) max{wk−1(Lu),wk−1(Ru),wk−1(Bu)}(wk(u)+ 16k − 16)/3.
By Eq. (16), wk−1(v)(wk+1(s) + 4k(k − 1) + 48k − 48)/9. Since wk+1(s) =
wk(s)+N · (4k + 2)3k + 3k · 4(k + 2)/(2k2 + 1), we have
wk−1(v)3k−2 + 3
k−2 · 4(k + 2)
2k2 + 1 +
1
9
· (4k2 + 44k − 48).
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But 3
k−2·4(k+2)
2k2+1 + 19 · (4k2 + 44k − 48)2 · 3k−2 if k5, thus wk−1(v)3k−1, i.e., ch(v)
k − 1. 
Lemma 7. Let s= (N, 0, 0) be an initial state and ch(s)= k. Suppose that u= (u2, u1, 0)
be a resulting state obtained from s after the ﬁrst weighing and v=(v2, v1, v0) be a resulting
state obtained from u after the second weighing given in Lemma 6. If N > 120, then the
assumption of Lemma 6 is satisﬁed and the resulting state v is typical.
Proof. It is obvious that ifN > 120, then k=ch(N, 0, 0)> 9.Nowwe show thatN12k−2
for k > 9. If N < 12k − 2, then
wk−1(N, 0, 0)=N(2(k − 1)2 + 1)< (12k − 2)(2(k − 1)2 + 1)< 3k−1 for k > 9.
This is a contradiction to ch(N, 0, 0)=k. Similarly,N > 3k−6−4 can be proved. It follows
from Eq. (14) that u1(2N − 2)/38k− 2. By Lemma 6, v is normal and ch(v)k− 1.
On the other hand, v2(u2 − 4)/3(N − 14)/9> 3k−8 − 23ch(v)−7 − 2. Thus v is
typical. 
5. Main result
In order to determine the exact value ofW(N, 0, 0), we need the following Lemma 8.
Given an initial state s = (N, 0, 0) and ch(s)= k. After any legitimate ﬁrst two weighings,
there are nine possible states
Ninestates= {L1L2, L1R2, L1B2, R1L2, R1R2, R1B2, B1L2, B1R2, B1B2}
(e.g., the state B1L2 is obtained when the outcome of the ﬁrst weighing is “Balance” and
the second weighing is “Left-heavy”). The best ﬁrst two weighings should be chosen so
that the biggest weight Zmax = max{wk−2(v)|v ∈ Ninestates} is as small as possible. Let
Z0max =max{wk−2(v)|v ∈ Ninestates (Lemma 6)}, where
Ninestates (Lemma 6)= {L01L02, L01R02, L01B02 , R01L02, R01R02, R01B02 ,
B01L
0
2, B
0
1R
0
2, B
0
1B
0
2 }
is the set of the nine resulting states yielded by the ﬁrst two weighings stated in Lemma
6. The following Lemma 8 shows that ZmaxZ0max, i.e., the ﬁrst two weighings stated in
Lemma 6 are optimal.
Lemma 8. Let s = (N, 0, 0) be an initial state and N > 120, ch(s)= k.We have
(1)
wk−2(L01L02)= (wk(s)+ k−1(s)+ 3k−2(L01))/9,
wk−2(L01B02 )= (wk(s)+ k−1(s)− 6k−2(L01))/9,
wk−2(B01L02)= (wk(s)− 2k−1(s)+ 3k−2(B01 ))/9,
wk−2(B01B02 )= (wk(s)− 2k−1(s)− 6k−2(B01 ))/9.
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(2)
Z0max =max{wk−2(B01L02), wk−2(B01B02 )} if N = 3m or 3m+ 1,
Z0max =max{wk−2(L01L02), wk−2(L01B02 )} if N = 3m+ 2.
(3) ZmaxZ0max, i.e., Z0max =minZmax, where the minimum is taken over all legitimate
ﬁrst two weighings.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 6(1) implies that L01=R01 and L02=R02 , i.e., R01L02=R01R02 =
L01L
0
2 = L01R02 , R01B02 = L01B02 , B01L02 = B01R02 . So,
Z0max =max{wk−2(L01L02), wk−2(L01B02 ), wk−2(B01L02), wk−2(B01B02 )}.
(1) By Eq. (13), k−1(s)=wk−1(L01)−wk−1(B01 )=wk−1(R01)−wk−1(B01 ). It follows
from wk(s)= wk−1(L01)+ wk−1(R01)+ wk−1(B01 ) that
wk−1(L01)= (wk(s)+ k−1(s))/3, wk−1(B01 )= (wk(s)− 2k−1(s))/3. (17)
We note that k−2(L01) = wk−2(L01L02) − wk−2(L01B02 ) = wk−2(L01R02) − wk−2(L01B02 ). It
follows from wk−1(L01)= wk−2(L01L02)+ wk−2(L01R02)+ wk−2(L01B02 ) that
wk−2(L01L02)=(wk−1(L01)+k−2(L01))/3=(wk(s)+k−1(s)+3k−2(L01))/9,
wk−2(L01B02 )=(wk−1(L01)−2k−2(L01))/3=(wk(s)+k−1(s)−6k−2(L01))/9. (18)
We note that k−2(B01 )=wk−2(B01L02)−wk−2(B01B02 )=wk−2(B01R02)−wk−2(B01B02 ). It
follows from wk−1(B01 )= wk−2(B01L02)+ wk−2(B01R02)+ wk−2(B01B02 ) that
wk−2(B01L02)=(wk−1(B01 )+k−2(B01 ))/3=(wk(s)−2k−1(s)+3k−2(B01 ))/9,
wk−2(B01B02 )=(wk−1(B01 )−2k−2(B01 ))/3=(wk(s)−2k−1(s)−6k−2(B01 ))/9.
(19)
(2) By Eqs. (13) and (15), |k−1(s)|4
(
k−1
2
)
and |k−2(L01)|, |k−2(B01 )|2(k − 2).
IfN = 3m, then L01=B01 = (m, 2m, 0) in view of Eq. (12). So k−1(s)= 0 and k−2(L01)=
k−2(B01 ). By Eqs. (18) and (19),Z0max=max{wk−2(B01L02), wk−2(B01B02 )}. IfN=3m+1,
then k−1(s)=−4
(
k−1
2
)
< 0. For k4,
wk−2(L01L02)
wk(s)− 4
(
k−1
2
)
+ 6(k − 2)
9

wk(s)+ 8
(
k−1
2
)
− 6(k − 2)
9
wk−2(B01L02),
wk−2(L01B02 )
wk(s)− 4
(
k−1
2
)
+ 12(k − 2)
9

wk(s)+ 8
(
k−1
2
)
− 6(k − 2)
9
wk−2(B01L02).
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ThusZ0max=max{wk−2(B01L02), wk−2(B01B02 )}. IfN=3m+2, then k−1(s)=4
(
k−1
2
)
> 0.
For k4,
wk−2(B01L02)
wk(s)− 8
(
k−1
2
)
+ 6(k − 2)
9

wk(s)+ 4
(
k−1
2
)
− 6(k − 2)
9
wk−2(L01L02),
wk−2(B01B02 )
wk(s)− 8
(
k−1
2
)
+ 12(k − 2)
9

wk(s)+ 4
(
k−1
2
)
− 6(k − 2)
9
wk−2(L01L02).
Thus Z0max =max{wk−2(L01L02), wk−2(L01B02 )}.
(3)We note thatN > 120 implies that k > 9.Any legitimate ﬁrst weighing different from
(t2, 0, 0) : (t2, 0, 0) stated in Lemma 6 can be represented by (t2 + x, 0, 0) : (t2 + x, 0, 0)
and x = 0. The three resulting states are L1 = R1 = (t2 + x,N − t2 − x, 0), B1 =
(N − 2t2 − 2x, 2t2 + 2x, 0). It follows from Eqs. (12) and (13) that
wk−1(L1)= wk−1(L01)+ wk−1(x,−x, 0),
wk−1(B1)= wk−1(B01 )+ wk−1(−2x, 2x, 0),
wk−1(L01)− wk−1(B01 )= k−1(s)= (N) · 4
(
k − 1
2
)
. (20)
(3.1) N = 3m. Now (N)= 0. By Eq. (19) and |k−2(B01 )|2(k − 2), we have Z0max =
max{wk−2(B01L02), wk−2(B01B02 )}(wk−1(B01 )+ 4(k − 2))/3. Thus
wk−1(L1)− 3Z0maxwk−1(L01)+ wk−1(x,−x, 0)− (wk−1(B01 )+ 4(k − 2))
= 2(k − 2){x(k − 1)− 2},
wk−1(B1)− 3Z0maxwk−1(B01 )+ wk−1(−2x, 2x, 0)− (wk−1(B01 )+ 4(k − 2))
= 2(k − 2){(−2x)(k − 1)− 2}.
If x1, Zmax max{wk−2(L1L2), wk−2(L1R2), wk−2(L1B2)}wk−1(L1)/3Z0max;
If x − 1, Zmax max{wk−2(B1L2), wk−2(B1R2), wk−2(B1B2)}wk−1(B1)/3Z0max.
Thus we always have ZmaxZ0max.
(3.2) N = 3m + 2. Now (N) = 1 and Z0max = max{wk−2(L01L02), wk−2(L01B02 )}
(wk−1(L01)+ 4(k − 2))/3. Similarly to the case (3.1),
wk−1(L1)− 3Z0max2(k − 2){x(k − 1)− 2},
wk−1(B1)− 3Z0max2(k − 2){(−2x − 1)(k − 1)− 2}.
If x1, wk−1(L1)3Z0max. If x − 1, wk−1(B1)3Z0max. Thus we always have
ZmaxZ0max.
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(3.3)N=3m+1. Now (N)=−1.Z0max=max{wk−2(B01L02), wk−2(B01B02 )} depends on
k−2(B01 ) in view of Eq. (19).We consider all three possible values k−2(B01 )=0, 2(k−2),−2(k − 2) (see Eq. (15)).
(3.3.1)k−2(B01 )=0.NowZ0max=wk−1(B01 )/3. Ifx1,wk−1(L1)−3Z0max=wk−1(L01)+
wk−1(x,−x, 0) − wk−1(B01 ) = (x − 1) · 4
(
k−1
2
)
0. If x − 1, wk−1(B1) − 3Z0max =
wk−1(B01 ) + wk−1(−2x, 2x, 0) − wk−1(B01 ) = (−2x) · 4
(
k−1
2
)
0. Thus we have
ZmaxZ0max.
(3.3.2) k−2(B01 )= 2(k − 2). Now
Z0max = wk−2(B01L02)= (wk−1(B01 )+ 2(k − 2))/3,
wk−1(B1)− 3Z0max = 2(k − 2){(−2x)(k − 1)− 1},
wk−1(L1)− 3Z0max = 2(k − 2){(x − 1)(k − 1)− 1}.
If x−1,wk−1(B1)3Z0max; If x1, the inequalitywk−1(L1)3Z0max does not hold only
if x=1. ThusZmaxZ0max holds for all x = 1.Although we do not havewk−1(L1)3Z0max
for the exceptional ﬁrstweighing (t2+1, 0, 0) : (t2+1, 0, 0), wewill prove thatZmaxZ0max
is still true. Indeed, forN=3m+1> 120, the ﬁrst weighing (t2, 0, 0) : (t2, 0, 0)=(m, 0, 0) :
(m, 0, 0) stated inLemma6yields three statesL01=R01=(m, 2m+1, 0),B01=(m+1, 2m, 0);
the exceptional ﬁrst weighing (t2 + 1, 0, 0) : (t2 + 1, 0, 0)= (m+ 1, 0, 0) : (m+ 1, 0, 0)
yields three states L1 = R1 = (m + 1, 2m, 0), B1 = (m − 1, 2m + 2, 0). We observe
that L1 = B01 . It is enough to show that for any legitimate second weighing of state B01 ,
Z
def= max{wk−2(B01L2), wk−2(B01R2), wk−2(B01B2)}Z0max. Thus ZmaxZZ0max.
Let (x2, x1, 0) : (x2, x1, 0) be the legitimate second weighing of the state B01 stated in
Lemma 6 and the three resulting states beB01L02=B01R02=(y2, y1, y0),B01B02=(z2, z1, z0).
Any legitimate second weighing of state B01 can be represented by (x2 + q2, x1 + q1, 0) :
(x2+q ′2, x1+q ′1, 0). The three resulting states areB01L2= (y2+q2, y1−q2+q1, y0−q1),
B01R2 = (y2 + q ′2, y1 − q ′2 + q ′1, y0 − q ′1), B01B2 = (z2 − q2 − q ′2, z1 + q2 + q ′2 − q1 −
q ′1, z0 + q1 + q ′1). We get
wk−2(B01L2)− Z0max = wk−2(B01L2)− wk−2(B01L02)= wk−2(q2,−q2 + q1,−q1)
= 2(k − 2){q2(k − 3)+ q1},
wk−2(B01R2)− Z0max = wk−2(B01R2)− wk−2(B01L02)= wk−2(q ′2,−q ′2 + q ′1,−q ′1)
= 2(k − 2){q ′2(k − 3)+ q ′1},
wk−2(B01B2)− Z0max = wk−2(B01B2)− wk−2(B01L02)
=wk−2(B01B2)− (wk−2(B01B02 )+ k−2(B01 ))
=wk−2(−q2 − q ′2, q2 + q ′2 − q1 − q ′1, q1 + q ′1)− 2(k − 2)
= 2(k − 2){−1− (q2(k − 3)+ q1)− (q ′2(k − 3)+ q ′1)}.
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Thus ZmaxZZ0max is veriﬁed by the following inequalities:
wk−2(B01L2)Z0max if q2(k − 3)+ q10,
wk−2(B01R2)Z0max if q ′2(k − 3)+ q ′10,
wk−2(B01B2)Z0max if q2(k − 3)+ q1 − 1 and q ′2(k − 3)+ q ′1 − 1.
(3.3.3) k−2(B01 )=−2(k − 2). Now
Z0max = wk−2(B01B02 )= (wk−1(B01 )+ 4(k − 2))/3,
wk−1(B1)− 3Z0max = 4(k − 2){(−x)(k − 1)− 1},
wk−1(L1)− 3Z0max = 2(k − 2){(x − 1)(k − 1)− 2}.
Similarly to the case (3.3.2), the inequality wk−1(L1)3Z0max does not hold only if x = 1.
ThusZmaxZ0max holds for all x = 1 and the exceptional stateL1 withwk−1(L1)< 3Z0max
is L1 = B01 . By the same arguments with case (3.3.2) and in view of wk−2(B01L02) −
wk−2(B01B02 )= k−2(B01 )=−2(k − 2), we get
wk−2(B01L2)− Z0max = wk−2(B01L2)− wk−2(B01B02 )
=wk−2(B01L2)− (wk−2(B01L02)− k−2(B01 ))
= 2(k − 2){q2(k − 3)+ q1 − 1},
wk−2(B01R2)− Z0max = wk−2(B01R2)− wk−2(B01B02 )
=wk−2(B01R2)− (wk−2(B01L02)− k−2(B01 ))
= 2(k − 2){q ′2(k − 3)+ q ′1 − 1},
wk−2(B01B2)− Z0max = wk−2(B01B2)− wk−2(B01B02 )
= 2(k − 2){−(q2(k − 3)+ q1)− (q ′2(k − 3)+ q ′1)}.
We observe that wk−2(B01L2)Z0max if q2(k − 3) + q11; wk−2(B01R2)Z0max if
q ′2(k − 3) + q ′11; wk−2(B01B2)Z0max if q2(k − 3) + q10 and q ′2(k − 3) + q ′10.
Thus ZmaxZZ0max. 
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Theorem 9. Let s=(N, 0, 0) be an initial state (N2) and ch(s)=k.Then kW(N, 0, 0)
k + 1 andW(N, 0, 0)= k if and only if the following conditions hold:
f (N, k)= wk(s)3k
if N = 9m
or (N = 9m+ 3, k = 3#+ 1)
or (N = 9m+ 6, k = 3#+ 1),
f (N, k)= wk(s)+ 6k − 123k
if (N = 9m+ 3, k = 3#)
or (N = 9m+ 6, k = 3#+ 2),
f (N, k)= wk(s)+ 12k − 243k
if (N = 9m+ 3, k = 3#+ 2)
or (N = 9m+ 6, k = 3#),
f (N, k)= wk(s)+ 2k2 − 6k + 43k
if (N = 9m+ 2, k = 3#+ 2)
or (N = 9m+ 5, k = 3#),
f (N, k)= wk(s)+ 2k2 − 83k
if (N = 9m+ 2, k = 3#+ 1)
or (N = 9m+ 5, k = 3#+ 1)
or N = 9m+ 8,
f (N, k)= wk(s)+ 2k2 + 6k − 203k
if (N = 9m+ 2, k = 3#)
or (N = 9m+ 5, k = 3#+ 2),
f (N, k)= wk(s)+ 4k2 − 12k + 83k
if (N = 9m+ 1, k = 3#)
or (N = 9m+ 4, k = 3#+ 2),
f (N, k)= wk(s)+ 4k2 − 6k − 43k
if (N = 9m+ 1, k = 3#+ 2)
or (N = 9m+ 4, k = 3#),
f (N, k)= wk(s)+ 4k2 − 163k
if (N = 9m+ 1, k = 3#+ 1)
or (N = 9m+ 4, k = 3#+ 1)
or N = 9m+ 7.
Proof. (1) CaseN > 120. In this case, ch(s)= k10. It is enough to show that (N, 0, 0) is
(k + 1)-solvable. Let v be a state obtained from initial state s after the ﬁrst two weighings
stated in Lemma 6. It follows from Lemmas 6 and 7 that v is typical and ch(v)k − 1. By
Lemma 5, if 8ch(v)k− 1, then v is nice. Thus v is (k− 1)-solvable. If ch(v)7, then
v is 8-solvable and also (k − 1)-solvable. Therefore (N, 0, 0) is (k + 1)-solvable.
We ﬁrst show thatW(N, 0, 0)=k if and only ifZ0max3k−2. Indeed, ifZ0max3k−2, then
wk−2(v)Z0max3k−2 by the deﬁnition of Z0max. If 8ch(v)k− 2, then v is nice. Thus
v is (k− 2)-solvable. If ch(v)7, then v is 8-solvable and also (k− 2)-solvable. Therefore
(N, 0, 0) is k-solvable, i.e.,W(N, 0, 0)= k. If Z0max> 3k−2, then ZmaxZ0max> 3k−2 by
Lemma 8(3). This implies that for any legitimate ﬁrst two weighings, there is a resulting
state v′ such that wk−2(v′)> 3k−2, i.e., ch(v′)> k − 2. Thus v′ is not (k − 2)-solvable.
Therefore, (N, 0, 0) is not k-solvable, i.e.,W(N, 0, 0)> k.
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Now it is enough to show that f (N, k)3k is equivalent to Z0max3k−2, i.e., Z0max =
f (N, k)/9. We note that Z0max depends on k−1(s) and k−2(L01) (or k−2(B01 )) in view of
Lemma 8(1). By discussingN ≡ j mod 18 (j = 0, 1, . . . , 17) and k ≡ imod 3 (i= 0, 1, 2)
case by case, it is easy to obtain the exact formulaZ0max=f (N, k)/9. Due to the page limit,
we calculate it only for the casesN = 18m+ 1 andN = 18m+ 10. Other cases are similar.
Case N = 18m+ 1: By the proof of Lemma 6(1), k−1(s)= (N) · 2(k − 1)(k − 2)=
−(2k2 − 6k + 4) and B01 = (N − 2(N), 2(N), 0) = (6m + 1, 12m, 0). It follows from
Eq. (15) and the choice of the second weighing of B01 in Lemma 6 that
k−2(B01 )= 2(k − 2)(12m+ k − 3)= 0,−2(k − 2), 2(k − 2)
if k = 3#, 3#+ 1, 3#+ 2.
Thus we have
Z0max = wk−2(B01B02 )= (wk(s)+ 4k2 − 12k + 8)/9 if k = 3#,
Z0max = wk−2(B01B02 )= (wk(s)+ 4k2 − 16)/9 if k = 3#+ 1,
Z0max = wk−2(B01L02)= (wk(s)+ 4k2 − 6k − 4)/9 if k = 3#+ 2.
Therefore Z0max = f (N, k)/9 hold for k ≡ imod 3 (i = 0, 1, 2).
Case N = 18m + 10: By the proof of Lemma 6(1), k−1(s) = −(2k2 − 6k + 4) and
B01 = (6m+ 4, 12m+ 6, 0). It follows from Eq. (15) and the choice of the second weighing
of B01 in Lemma 6 that k−2(B01 ) = 2(k − 2)(12m + 6 − 2(k − 3)). Both k−1(s) and
k−2(B01 ) are the same with the corresponding values in the caseN =18m+1, hence Z0max
is the same.
(2) Case 2N120: LetM = {N : 2N120}. By an exhaustive search, we get:
(N, 0, 0) is not k-solvable but (k + 1)-solvable for N ∈ {2, 4, 22, 50} and (N, 0, 0) is
k-solvable for N ∈ M − {2, 4, 22, 50}. It is easy to verify that the value ofW(N, 0, 0)
(2N120) coincides with the value obtained by using inequality f (N, k)3k . 
The following Corollary 10 implies that for each ﬁxed integer k, at most two states
(N, 0, 0) with character k are not nice.
Corollary 10. For k3, let Nk = max{N : ch(N, 0, 0) = k} =  3k2k2+1 be the greatest
integer with ch(N, 0, 0)= k. Then (N, 0, 0) is nice for Nk−1<NNk − 2.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 9 that maxk f (N, k)wk(N, 0, 0) + 4k2 − 16 for all
integers N and k3. If Nk−1<NNk − 2, then
f (N, k)wk(N, 0, 0)+ 4k2 − 16

(
3k
2k2 + 1 − 2
)
(2k2 + 1)+ 4k2 − 16
3k − 18< 3k .
Thus (N, 0, 0) is k-solvable by Theorem 9. Therefore (N, 0, 0) is nice. 
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Our main results give not only the exact minimal number of weighings but also an algo-
rithm of constructing weighings for states of character > 9. The states of smaller character
should be treated individually. One should compare the relative simplicity of the case of
at most one unreliable weighing (see [24]) with much larger complexity of the proof of
Lemma 8. It is worth to mention that Pelc’s method of obtaining the exact minimal num-
ber of weighings in the case of at most one unreliable weighing cannot be used in the
case of at most two unreliable weighings because Pelc’s method is based on a kind of
“monotonicity” ofW(a, b, c), i.e.,W(a′, b′, c′)W(a, b, c) if a′a, b′b, c′c (cf.
[24]). But this kind of monotonicity is not true in the present model, e.g., ch(1, 0, c) = 3
for c = 7, 8, ch(1, 0, c) = 4 for c = 47, 48, ch(3, 39, c) = 6 for c = 1, 2. It can be ver-
iﬁed that (1, 0, c) is nice for c = 8, 48, but not nice for c = 7, 47. (3, 39, 2) is nice, but
(3, 39, 1) is not nice. Here, we only explain that (1, 0, 8) is 3-solvable: The ﬁrst weighing
(0, 0, 4) : (0, 0, 4) yields three resulting states (0, 1, 4), (0, 1, 4), (1, 0, 0). The legitimate
second weighing (0, 0, 2) : (0, 0, 2) of state (0, 1, 4) yields three 1-solvable states (0, 0, 3),
(0, 0, 3), (0, 1, 0).
It would be interesting to generalize our result to other problems: more than one coun-
terfeit coin (cf. [1,3,17,18,20,26,28–30]), group testing model (cf. [4,7,9–14]), spring scale
instead of the two-arms balance scale (cf. [3]), multi-arms balance scale instead of the two-
arms balance scale (cf. [5,6]), average case optimality instead of worst-case optimality (cf.
[1,14,19]), non-adaptive search instead of adaptive search (cf. [1,5,10,14,19]), etc.
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